AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
SYSTEM
We thought you would be interested in reading two articles that were
·published recently in area newspapers. The first article, published in The Sun,
explains the new 11-campus University System. It is a helpful guide to
understanding the institution.
The second article, published in The Washington Times, is about the great
strides the former five-campus University of Maryland made under the leadership of John Toll.
The new System is governed by a 17-member Board of Regents. Governor
Schaefer has announced the appointments. They are:
Margaret Alton, Baltimore City
Richard Berndt, Baltimore City
Roger Blunt, Montgomery County
The Honorable Benjamin Brown, Baltimore City
Charles Cole, Jr., Baltimore County
Ilona Hogan, Frederick County
Ann Hull, Prince George's County
Henry Lord, Baltimore County
George McGowan, Anne Arundel County
Peter O'Malley, Prince George's County
Thomas Owen, Montgomery County
Constance Unseld, Baltimore County
John Webb, Wicomico County
Dr. Albert Whiting, Howard County
George Will, Montgomery County
Maryland Secretary of Agriculture Wayne Cawley is an ex-officio member.
A student member will be appointed.
Phone numbers that you may call for additional information about the
University of Maryland System are listed in the Sun story. Your understanding
and your advocacy for the System will be greatly appreciated.

This publication was prepared by staff of the University of Maryland
Foundation.
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Vast University ofMd. system
begins era of change
By Patricia Meisol
Less than the budget for Baltimore. but more than American
Greetings made in annual card sales
last year. $1.2 b1llion. That's the operating budget of Maryland's new
state university system.
In acreage alone, Maryland's
public universities are big enough to
stage .nearly 3, 760 simultaneous
baseball games. Worldwide, this
new system has 290 locations and
enough scholars to form a small army [8,178). This weekend marks the
start of what promises to be a new
era for higher education in Maryland. On Frtday, the campuses of the
old University of Maryland and a
second group of smaller schools,
most of them former teachers' colleges, were merged Into a new university system.
The reason for change, as always. is economic.
Comparing them with some
well-heeled public universities,
Maryland found Its public colleges
and universities strapped for money.
It also found them governed by a
host of education authortties and
marked by a tradition of Infighting.
Ironically. Maryland has been a
magnet for institutions of higher
learning.
In the Baltimore area alone, there
are 16 public and prtvate universities and comqlUnlty colleges stretchIng from Catonsville to Towson .
ATound the state~here are.-..""'...-- than 50 public and Independent colleges. Historically, Independent
schools have played a crttical role In
higher education In Maryland, but
they no longer educate the majortty
of state residents, the very people
this new system Is designed to
serve.
Maryland's reform is accompanied by m1lllons of new dollars for
higher education, and a promise of
more to come.
The public system as It exists
now Is an amalgamation shaped
since the turn of the century by urban-rural differences, racism and a
general reluctance to spend money
on state-funded education.
The system includes two sets of
former teachers colleges, one hlstortcally black and one historically
white, a suburban campus In Catonsville built from scratch less than
25 years ago despite a myrtad of exIsting public schools nearby, and a
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Maryland
once-private professional school In
Baltimore whose financial troubles
led the state to come to its rescue in
1975.
Towering over this group Is the
flagship research campus at College
Park, with a $375 m1lllon annual
operating budget. and the professional schools In downtown Baltimore, with a $400 m1lllon annual
operating budget.
Then, there is University College,
with 13.132 students in Maryland
and 26,000 more studying at 200
military bases around the world.
The system is so complex that
University Chancellor John S. Toll
Introduced It at a public meeting recently as the "University of Maryland System . . . and other major
components."
It has 11 traditional campuses
and seven dozen satellite classrooms, research centers and cooperative extension offices In Maryland.
Students can choose from among
700 programs and university settings ranging from rural to urban.
They can study at 18 libraries,
Including seven at College Park, two
law schools, three Eastern Shore research centers on the environment,
two blotechnlcal Institutes and 71
centers or Institutes dedicated to topIcs from robotics to child welfare.
Including overseas students, the
system last year enrolled 127,000
students of all ages and walks of life,
from business owners in search of
academic perspective to doctors In
need of the latest training In the
treatment of AIDS.
More and more, older students
are going back to school and younger
students are taking longer to finish
their degrees. Last fall, 41 percent of
the students on the campuses of the
new University of Maryland System
were studying only part time. Add In
the overseas population, and the
part-timers total more than 50 percent.
With every one of these campuses poised for growth, the debate over

allocating resources durtng the coming year is expected to be heated.
Among the issues:
Is Maryland's money better spent
on more graduate research or on educating more minority students?
Should it devote its energies to a second major research park in the Baltimore area or concentrate on the system's flagship campus? Can it afford
two universities 13 miles apart on
the Eastern Shore? Or two law
schools less than a mile apart?
Should rural campuses grow uncontrolled? And further, how should it
juggle the need for new labs and better-paid faculty with the need for
dorm beds at some schools and
parking spaces at others?
For a short time, anyway. things
remain In limbo.
Gov. William Donald Schaefer Is
st111 searching the state for the best
and the brtghtest to take care of this
new university system (a board of
regents).
He's also looking for top people to
play arbiter between the public and
prtvate schools-;-and"to watch over
trade schools, community colleges,
and scholarship and student loan
money (the Maryland Higher Education Commission).
Last week, a special panel gave
him the names of 78 residents to
consider for 29 seats. Now begins
the task of convincing some of them
to take time away from their jobs
and family to shape Maryland's public Institutions Into what lawmakers
want to be the Stanford University of
the East.
According to Robert C. Douglas.
the governor's press secretary. the
new trustees should be named next
week. By all accounts, they will be
treated like royalty. Ortentatlon
plans Include wining and dining In
the governor's mansion or aboard
his yacht. The theme, as expressed
by DavidS. Iannucci, the governor's
aide who wrote the new law to Improve higher education In Maryland:
"We're all on this boat together."

A guide to the new university system
Universities aren't just for 18-year-olds. More
and more, their resources are being used by big
and small businesses, civic leaders looking for
an academic perspective and older professionals
in search of new knowledge. Here is a guide to
the 11 main campuses . To tap into offerings at
any of the new university system 's 90 sites
throughout the state, call 301-454-3000.

D Bowie State College

14000 Jericho Park Road, Bowie
Founded:1865
Students: 3,074
Dorm beds: 594
Tuition: $1 ,869
Campus pub:
1865
The Gold Room
Sports team: BSU Bulldogs
Phone: 464-3000
President: James E. Lyons Sr.
Bowie is the original black teachers '
college in Maryland, founded by a
group of Baltimore residents at the
end of the Civil War. It became a state
school 43 years later, and has
produced some of the state's pioneers
in public elementary and secondary
education.
It is today the smallest liberal arts
and sciences school in the state
university system, offering traditional
undergraduate programs on a huge
campus - 11 .5 acres per student.
About half the students are part time;
business, computer sciences and
communications draw the largest
enrollment.

lfl Coppin State College

2500 W. North Ave., Baltimore
Founded:1900
Students: 2.482
Tuition: $1 ,626
Campus pub:
Tawes College
Center
Sports team:
Eagles
Phone: 333-5990
President: Calvin W. Burnett
This is a city school, with no
ambitions to go beyond a primarily
undergraduate mission: It serves
commuters with career-oriented and
pre-professional programs.
Coppin got its start as a school
for black teachers in Baltimore and
became part of the state system in
1950. Forty percent of the students
are part-timers. Teaching and nursing
programs continue to be strong, but
now students can also take
pre-professional degrees in dentistry,
engineering and health .fields like
pharmacy, offered in conjunction with
the University of Maryland's School
of Pharmacy in Baltimore.
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Frostburg State
University

Midlothian Road, Frostburg
Founded: 1898
Students: 4,186
Dorm beds: 2,002
Tuition: $1 ,808
Campus pub: Lane
Center Greenhouse
Sports team:
Bobcats
Phone: 689-4000
President: HerbS. Reinhard Jr.
In rural Frostburg, you can ski in
winter and this year, for the first time,
attend summer theater in Cumberland
-the premiere of what this
fast-growing undergraduate school
hopes will become an annual
performing arts festival in Western
Maryland.
In recent years, Frostburg has
begun paying attention to the cultural
and economic development needs
of its neighbors. Meanwhile, in 1987,
the former teachers' college recorded
the largest enrollment increase of any
postsecondary school in the state.
Frostburg 's most popular programs
are in business and teacher education
- its traditional forte - but it also
has schools of liberal arts, sciences
and graduate studies. About half the
students live on campus .
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Salisbury State
University

1101 Camden Ave ., Salis_bury
~
Founded:1 925
~
Students: 4,960
Dorm beds: 1,650
V{!Ja ·
Tuition: $2,070
......-.- .....
Campus pub: Gulls
Nest
Sports team: Sea Gulls
Phone: 1-800-492-1175
President: Thomas E. Bellavance
A one-room school house in 1925,
Salisbury today boasts 30
undergraduate major programs and
two endowed schools on its Eastern
Shore campus . Business is popular
here, along with elementary education·
and communication arts. Half the
students play intramural sports, and
nearly half live on campus . About 30
percent are part time.
The big businesses in town are
Perdue Inc.'s chickens and Henson
Aviation . Frank Perdue's name is on
the business school. Richard A.
Henson recently endowed a school
of science and technology.
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York Road , Towson
~
Founded: 1866
,.,
Students: 15,542
Dorm beds: 3,000
Tuition: $1 ,798
Campus pub:
University Union
Sports team:
;
;
T1gers
Phone: 1-800-492-GRAD
President: Hoke L. Smith
Towson State was a downtown
Baltimore teachers ' school, the first
of the state-sponsored "normal
schools." It moved to the suburbs in
1915 and grew up.to be the largest
liberal arts force in the Baltimore area.
This is the second largest university
in Maryland, behind College Park.
Towson reeks of trad itional
undergraduate academics, from its
pipe-smoking president to the
pre-eminence of faculty in shaping
the liberal arts and sciences program.
Business attracts a horde of students ,
but·Towson is also a center for the
arts , offering the only fine arts degrees
in the public sector and the home of
a famed jazz ensemble. Writing-is given
serious attention here, and in keeping
with its beg innings as a teachers
college , Towson hosts the Maryland
Writing Project, a teacher training
in stitute.
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University of

1:1 Baltimore

1420 N. Charles St. , Baltimore
Founded: 1925
Students: 5,008
Tuition: Part-time
undergraduate:
$225 per couq;e;
MBA: $321 per
course ; Law:
$3,340 a year
Campus pub: Poe 's Publick House
Phone: 625-3250
President: H. Mebane Turner
There are no dorms here and no
sports. But city restaurants are within
walking distance, and a statue of Edgar
Allen Poe erected by his admirers here
adorns the campus. UB is the old city
night school that.sprang up to offer
law and business degrees for working
adults, many of them from blue-collar
families. (Gov. William Donald Schaefer
got his law degree here.)
UB students have always been
part time , working and older than the
usual lot, and today it continues to
cater to the vast market for part-time
and professional students. But since
1975, when UB became a state school,
it has also offe~d undergraduate
courses for junior and senior transfer
students. These students, most of
them also part time, now make up half
the UB population. UB offers a variety
of liberal arts degrees, including
publications design, in addition to law
and business.

D

University of Maryland
at Baltimore

520 W. Lombard St. , Baltimore
Founded: 1607
Students: 4,526
~ Dorm
beds: 276
Tuition: From
$1 ,464 to $6,036
Campus pub: The Synapse
Phone: 326-7620
President: Edward N. Brandt Jr.
The Unive1sity of Maryland
started here il l1607, when a group
of Baltimore doctors opened a
school to improve their profession
and distinguish themselves from the
era 's charlatans . A law school and a
dental school, the first in the world ,
soon followed . Today, UMAB is "the
campus for the professions " - the
place where Maryland train s the
bulk of its doctors, lawyers ,
pharmacists, dentists, nurses and
social workers .
This is the site of the University
of Maryland Medical Systems the hospital , cancer center and
nationally known shock trauma unit
- and Davidge Hall, where angry
mobs protested the dissection of
human corpses in the early 1600s.
It's the oldest medical teaching
building still in use. Here, medical
research ranges from AIDS, the
fatal immune system disease, to
SIDS, sudden infant death
syndrome. UMAB's 175-year-old
medical library is an information
technology leader, pumping out
electron'c data to health
professionals in 10 states and the
District of Columbia.
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r.IUniversity of Maryland
I:IBaltimore County
5401 Wilkens Ave ., Catonsville
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Dorm beds: 1,677
Tuition: $2,016
Campus pub:
Atrium
Sports team: Retrievers
Phone: 455-2901
President: Michael K. Hooker
This Catonsville campus set out
to be the University of Maryland's
liberal arts presence in Baltimore
when it opened two decades ago.
Today it focuses on graduate
research in science and technology.
UMBC has a futuristic approach,
whether it's in biology, where
genetic engineering is taught, or
modern languages, where students
preparing for international careers
study cultural communication as
well as spoken languages.
In the past decade, UMBC has
added 26 graduate degree
programs, including originals such
as ethnomusicology -the study of
the music of different ethnic groups.
A third of UMBC's students are part
time , and 9 percent are graduates.
UMBC and the University of
Maryland at Baltimore have a joint
graduate school, with 67 master's
and doctorate prograrRS in sciences
and the humanities.

r.l University of Maryland
1;1 College Park

Baltimore Boulevard, College Park
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Campus pub: The
Eateries
Sports team: Terrapins
Phone: 454-5335
Acting President: William E. Kirwan
College Park is the state's
pre-eminent campus , the seventh
largest in the United States, and known
worldwide for faculty research in fields
ranging from superconductors to
Shakespeare.
Once an agricultural college for the
sons of Maryland planters, College
Park merged with the Baltimore
professional schools in 1920 to form
the University of Maryland. This is a
sprawling campus , offering 125
undergraduate programs and 60
graduate degrees - four times as
many programs as its nearest
competitor. Using comparative data
collected by the National Academy of
Sciences, College Park ranks among
the top 10 public research universities
in the country in art history, physics,
mathematics, computer science,
electrical engineering, zoology and
economics. College Park is home to a
host of experts in modern a_rts; it
houses a center on renaissance and
baroque studies, the Guarneri String
Quartet, and the UM chorus , which is
performing in Moscow this.-4th of July.

rr.t University of Maryland

U:. Eastern Shore
Route 13, Princess AQ.ne
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Dorm beds: 613
Tuition: $1 ,680
Phone: 651 -2200
ext. 554
President: William P. Hytche
UMES, a stone 's throw from
Salisbury, has a student-faculty
ratio of 10-1 , the smallest in the

system . It was started by the private
Centenary Bible Institute but soon
became the eastern branch of
the-then Maryland Agricultural
College at College Park. It
continues to be strong in
agriculture, but it has !)ranched out
into unique fields: among them ,
construction management
technology, hotel and restaurant
management, poultry management
and airway science.
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University of Maryland
University College

University Boulevard, College Park
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worldwide
Tuition: $276 a
course
Phone: 965-7000
President: T. Benjamin Massey
University College began on the
College Park campus as a night
school for teachers who wanted to
update their skills, and after World
War II quickly became a magnet for
veterans who had returned to the
work force . The military wanted
more, however, and today, the
University of Maryland is the largest
education contractor for U.S.
government personnel overseas.
The curriculum is set up so that
military families can start their
degrees in Tokyo, find the right
follow-up courses in Munich and
finish their seminars in the
Philippines.
All but about 2,000 of these
students are part time and most,
26,003, are overseas. Stateside,
University College serves 13,132
working adults with a mostly
part-time faculty . Management,
paralegal studies and information
systems management are some
popular programs.
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UMd. seeks destiny in
academic top rank
By Tom Kelly
THE WASHINGTON TIMES

erful thing is happening to the University of Maryland on its way to
the 21st centurythe sprawling institution that was
once H.C. "Curley" Byrd's football
factory is gaining recognition as one
of the best public universities in the
East.
In fact , in terms of foundation
grants and awards, it ranks among
the top 10 public universities in the
country.
In 1987 the university won more
Sloan, Guggenheim and other toplevel faculty fellowships than such
celebrated institutions as the University of Virginia or the University
of North Carolina and was right behind such leaders as the University
of California and the University of
Michigan.
The National Science Foundation
just renewed its commitment to the
University of Maryland as a site for
a systems research center. It was
picked along with MIT, Columbia
and Harvard from more than 140
other applicants.
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Indeed, the people who are
shaping Maryland expect tha-t by the
time today's kindergartners are taking their Scholastic Aptitude Tests,
the university will be a full-fledged
rival of Harvard or Yale as well as
the University of California.
The University of Maryland's faculties in four current cutting-edge
subjects - superconductivity, computer science, biotechnology and
telecommunications - as well as in
purely humanistic ones such as art
history and Renaissance and Baroque studies, are at or near the top.
It is rolling in money, receiving
some $200 million this year from a
variety of government and private
sources, including, significantly,
corporations such as Westinghouse
and Martin Marietta, with which it
is allied iil high-tech research.
It had relatively little support
from the state of Maryland, but at
the stroke of midnight, June 30, the
General Assembly made the university the metacenter of all public
higher education in the state, adding
five associated campuses to its five
core ones. Gov. William Donald
Schaefer has committed the state to
a rising university budget and a new
policy of university excellence.
" I think they are determined to

give us competitive resources,"
President John Thll says. "I am very
optimistic. You can't rate universities one, two, three, but within 20
years, if all goes as planned, the University of Maryland will rank nationally and internationally at the
very top."
Mr. Thll and other educators agree
that the growing prestige of Maryland and some other institutions reflects a new alliance - technology
transfer - among government, in!lustry and scientifically oriented
universities and this has caused a
fundamental shift in university
funding .
Vito Perrone, the vice president
of the Carnegie Foundation for
Higher Education, says the process
of democratization - the spread of
excellence beyond the 19th-century
coterie of Eastern elite colleges has been going on for a long time and
that while an aura of superiority still
clings to the Ivy League, the big public institutions; "Maryland, North
Carolina , Michigan, Wisconsin ,
Berkeley, Illinois and Texas, to name
a few, are now competing successfully at the very highest levels."
Michael Hooker, chancellor of the

see UMd., page6
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Baltimore County branch of the university, agrees. He says the standards by which universities and
their graduates once were judged,
with emphasis on classical, nonscientific subjects, no longer prevail.
"The criteria for the assignment
of prestige are shifting," he says.
The shifting has been slowest in
the East and nowhere did the old
ways linger longer than in Maryland.
For more than 100 years - from
1812 to 1919- the name University
of Maryland was attached to the privately owned and financed schools
of medicine and law in Baltimore,
and the institution at the heart of
today's university, the sprawling
campus at College Park, was dismissed as a place of no academic
importance.
It began in 1858 as the Maryland
State College of Agriculture. A small
institution for non-gentlemen farmers, it moved at a slow pace- in the
eight years after the Civil War it had
five presidents and graduated only
six students - and it would be the
victim of thin budgets and academic
snobbism most of its life.
The upper classes ignored it and
their organ, The Sun, a Baltimore
newspaper, which was delighted
with the growing prestige of Johns
Hopkins, expressed doubt about the
whole principle of state suppor! for
higher education. Since it taught no
agricultural subjects, farmers
learned to hate it; one, quoted in the
Maryland Farmer in the 1870s,
wanted to "destroy, destroy, blot out
entirely and forever this superfluous and worse than superfluous institution."
Finally, in 1919, the General Assembly attached the Baltimore
professional schools to the inconspicuous institution at College Park,
but the rapidly expanding undergraduate component soon ran into
new, more bizarre difficulties.
The first president, Albert Woods,
resigned in disgust in 1926, after
The Washington Post ran a story that
quoted unnamed co-eds who called
' - - - - - tk tmiversity--a-''pa-jama paFadise"
and claimed that some college officials were seducing co-eds - one
said a faculty member had suggested they lock his office door and
have a "petting party."
The second president, Raymond
A. Pearson, was forced out in 1935

after his drastic budget cuts caused
most of the best professors to resign.
The last one to go, A.E. Zucker, head
of foreign languages, charged that
the university library, which had
just had its budget halved, was already the "very poorest" in the country.
Mr. Pearson was succeeded by
Harry Clifton "Curley " Byrd, the
football coach and presidental assistant, who would loom bigger than
life over College Park for the next 19
years. In the course of time he would
come close to controlling the General Assembly. He would build $25
million worth of campus buildings
and other facilities , enrollment
would climb from 2,000 to 9,340 and
he would inaugurate University College, a vast off-campus program
with operating branches all over the
state and in a half dozen countries
abroad.
The operating budget rose from
$4.8 million in 1945 to $21 million in
1954. He emphasized football - the
Baltimore Sun censured him when
he scheduled two football games on
the same day- and in the late 1940s
and early 1950s Maryland played in
four major bowl games. Still, by the
end of his reign all was far from well.
Faculty salaries remained low and
unseasoned instructors outnumbered full professors 10 to 1.
In 1954, just before Mr. Byrd resigned to run, unsuccessfully, for
governor, the Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools issued an evaluation which
found the university suffering from
some "critical" deficiencies. Among
other things, it said, Mr. Byrd exercised far too much control, the faculty was inadequate and football and
other interco1legiate sports were out
of hand.
'Ibday the university's leaders
give Mr. Byrd credit for laying the
foundation - a large enrollment
(some 36,000 students in all schools)
and a modern and impressive plant.
J:he rebuilding of the faculty - the
essential ingredient in the rise of the
university- began after his departure and accelerated during the
1960s.
The university took advantage of
its location on the outskirts of Washington. Mr. 'Ibll says the university
"has had the best possible soil in
wb-i t&-g-re;··." lts-ttear-ness to the
National Institutes of Health and the
Bureau of Standards and other federal agencies gives it a competitive
advantage in attracting funds and
scholars. He says the Goddard Space
Agency, in turn, was built in Maryland so that it could draw on Maryland's core of space scientists.
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Mr. Hooker says his campus at Catonsville in Baltimore County, which
was founded in 1962, "began in a
buyer's market and was able to pick
and choose and get the very best.
Nobody was paying more for starting salaries than we were."
The process continues - the
highest-paid professor on the Catonsville campus, the head of the
math department- gets more than
$100,000 a year and the university
says it hires from the top 2 percent
of available Ph.D.s, only half of
whom eventually get tenure.
The rise in faculty quality enabled
the university to establish centers of
expertise which fostered outside income.
The Maryland Biotechnology Institute was founded in 1983 and the
new Center for Research was established in Shady Grove this year. The
Systems Research Center, which
does research in artificial intelligence and other computer system
areas, was established with a $16
million gram from the National Science Foundation in 1985 and it recently received a five-year grant of
$21.3 million.
The Institute for Advanced Computer Studies has the national Supercomputer Research Center and the
new Science and Technology Center
at Bowie. There are many other
cores of recognized excellence, ineluding the Center for Automation
Research, the National Center for
Analytical Mass Spectrometry and
the Center for Renaissance and Baroque Studies.

companies they have started, and it
is going to eclipse Harvard fairly
quickly in terms of the value of its
endowment. It's going to make a
mint;' he says.
Mr. Hooker says he believes the
new alliances and emphasis on research will enhance Maryland's
reputation among the public, including its own alumni, and will, in a
sense, take the place of football.
"In the 1950s and 1960s it was the
football teams that made news. Thchnology transfers are a phenomenon
of the '80s, '90s and the 21st century,
and they are getting the press play.
Every day there's an article in the
papers about some discovery in
some university lab. The royalties
universities get from patents are an
analogue to the gate receipts and
they're going to eclipse sports revenues."
Some educators who rate Maryland's faculties and graduate schools
as among the best are more critical
of its undergraduate programs. The
university now admits on the average the top quarter of applying
freshmen. But some schools, such as
engineering, take in only those in approximately the top lOth of high
school graduates. Mr. 'Ibll says the
programs are being restructured
and admissions to the main campuses will be lowered in coming
years.
"Enrollment overall will stay
roughly constant- we are programming a 20 percent decrease in
undergraduates on our major campuses but an increase in our graduate and professional schools."
Mr. Hooker says that the focus is
already on giving undergraduates a
strong liberal arts education and,
"We like to think UMBC is as good as
you will find ."
The College Park campus has an
honors program for about 1,000 of its
enrollees and the Catonsville branch
has just established one for 300 of its
top students.
The SAT scores of Maryland's
freshmen have climbed 72 points in
lO years (while national averages

The National Academy of Sciences ranks the faculties in seven of
Maryland's programs- art history,
computer science, economics, electrical engineering, physics, mathematics and zoology- in the top 10
among public universities.
Since 1979 grants and incomeproducing alliances have tripled and
private giving has increased nearly
200 percent. Along the way the university has formed income-produc·
ing partnerships with Conte! Corp.,
Martin Marietta, Texas Instruments, Westinghouse, Shell and
were climbing 12) and the number of
National Merit Scholars has inGrumman and other industrial gicreased sevenfold.
ants.
It is these alliances that Messrs.
"We want to have excellence with
responsiveness. By 2000 we should-'Ibll and Hooker say are the key to
futur.e ""hie.vements_ The-uni.veui~___,,.,m
=a;:;tc""h any university in the cou..._n!!;t~---ties and their corporate allies share
- in our overall excellence, in the
in the profits- in some cases enorquality of our faculty and the
mous ones.
scholarly work done here.
"It will take a while to catch the
Mr.HookercitesCalifornia'sStanford University; a rich private instiUniversity of California at Berkeley,
tution that has pioneered in
but we're rising very rapidly."
technology transfers. "It has been
investing in its own faculty and in the
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